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Android 4.1 + Version: 1.64.1 710.8 MB Go download updated to version 1.64.1! Garena Fire Fire - 4nniversary - The most popular Battle Royale on Android. This is the first and most successful pubs clone for mobile devices. Traditionally, all battles will take place on the island, where you will play against 49 players. Choose the best landing site, after
descending from a parachute you need to look for equipment, it can be both weapons and arm. To win, you must be the only survivor on the island! Updated to version 1.64.1! Now you can download the latest APK data files and OBB Garena Free Fire OBB and OBB. The new update ob29 has just been released and is an absolute banger! Comes with
tons of new content and features added to the game. As such, we have complete APK download links for you so you can install this new update right away and start playing. Fire OB29 APK and OBB Download the download links below allows you to play the last team of clash team 8 of the game without problems. This is particularly useful for those
who are playing on Android emulators on the PC (Windows) or phones like Huawei who do not have Google Play services installed on them. 1 Free Fire OB29: new features 2 Free Fire Ob29 APK + OBB Download Fire Fire OB29 links: New features with each iteration, free fire is tons with new content, stability improvements and bug fixes that push
the envelope Whatever you say can do in the game. As such, here is a list of some new significant features now present in the game: new mode: Lone Wolfa New GameMode on the new Iron Caga map. You will face against another player in an intense 1V1 battle to see who is the best player. Clash team: the new seasoned season 8 canceled season 8 is
here! Now you can classify the gold III or above to receive the Golden An94battle Royale: Rango points The RulesMentanking up Experience is made a lot easier than before in Battle Royale Game Modes.training Grounds: Grenade Rangethet New Training Range for Grenades is now available. And PetsDimitri, Thiva arrives early while Jota gets a
complete revolutionary. Bilanceapapon Scales: AC80, M4A1, Uzi, XM8, Spas12, vector and more! To learn more about all new features and game updates, read: Fire OB29 patch notes for free. The content that is not currently present in the game will be released slowly on the duration of the season. Just like the previous version of the game,
downloading and installing APK and OBB files for the game is quite simple. You will need 500 MB of space to download the APK and you will also need an additional 1 GB for OBB data files. Here's how you can get free Fire OB29 up and running on your Android / Tablet device: Download Free Fire OB29 APK from the mentioned aboveafter link you
have finished downloading, install the APK. If you do not install, activate the installation from an option of unknown sources from the security context of your phone, the APK is configured, download the OBB file from the Abovecopy link all the contents of the OBB file on Android> OBB> Come . Dts.freefirethyou should now be able to launch and play
at the game! Note: If the game does not open for some reason, you need to uninstall the APK and reinstall it. This is all you need to know to download and install Free Fire OB29 APK and OBB file on your Android phone. If you like to read more updates and news of the game, take a look at the Patch notes section. Download Garena Free Fire 1.64.1:
4niversary You can also get a free free fire update and manually install it from APK and OBB files. This update will provide some new things also includes a weapon Akimbo. There are also some great additions, both in the weapon options or in the form of settings, in addition to the season mode of the clash 5 team, which starts from 8 June 2021.
Download Free Fire: 4nniversary Fire Fire 1.64.1 Download (.apk , .BB) Fire Fire name: 4nniversary version version 1.64.1 Last updated 4 August 4, 2021 Dimensions 712MB 712MB Garena free fire 4nniversary 1.64.1 Direct download links: Other mirrors: IMPORTANT NOTE: Ã, Above, we entered the connections to download the
comp.dts.freefireth.apk 2021 update file and the comp.dts update file. FreeFireth.obb The last update. After downloading them, you can follow the automatic installation process by installing only the APK file or the manual installation process by correctly placing the OBB folder following the following steps. Fire Fire: 4Niversary [1.64.1] Season Clash
Team 8 Ã ¢ â,¬ "Start 08/05 17:00 GMT + 8. New 1V1 mode Ã ¢ â,¬ Å" Lone LupoÃ ¢ â,¬ "Available soon Him! Players can now request items from teammates in clash squad. New weapon Ã ¢ â,¬ "AC80 now available in all modalities. Adjusting the statistics of the weapon. Adjusting the character balance for Jota, Luquetta, Shani and Alvaro. Added
the Drag-to-Run option in the Settings menu. Calculations of the rank marks set in the Battle Royale (classified). Lobby design of the brand new Available. Fire Fire: Rampage [1.62.2] Season fighting team 7 Ã ¢ â,¬ "Start 06/09 17:00 GMT + 8. The Grandmaster is now available in clash squad. Ant Rumble Ã ¢ â,¬ "now available with matchmaking.
New weapon Ã ¢ â,¬" Mini Uzi. HUD grenades can now be divided into two slots. Character balance adjustment for Paloma, Clu and Laura. Regulation of weapon statistics. Updating Training Reasons: Cars for Bumper Boxing Ring Airship 1v1 Fire Fire: World Series (1.60.1) The new free ad Bermuda focus has attracted fans and fan fans all over the
world. The new game update, Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "World Series update", will appear on April 14th. It provides us with many additions to the game, as well as many features that will enrich the players' experience. Free free revealed many of the features Which are found in its new update through posts on social media platforms. He also launched the second
season, including the second episode, which will also take many great features and many changes in many of the basic elements in it. Here, dear Reader, are some of the features that decorate the new update. New features in FREE Fire Bermuda update in the World Series update, there will be a complete change in the user interface that improves
considerably before. Through the new interface, users will have users will have easy access to all the necessary elements, and between those elements will be accessed to combat characters, exams Nali and choose them from them with easy and easy facilities. Furthermore, players can pass between skillet sets and skills via the transparent section via
the lobby. One of the fundamental things that will change through the board in the modernization of Bermuda is the level system. As it will be completely reconfigured, it will be free, and everything you need is an extra piece of free memory of the smartphone you are playing. Free fire-fighting update 1.59.5 (The Cobra) Squad Squad season 5 Ã ¢ â,¬
"Start 02/05 17:00 SGT. Update of the classical mode (Battle Royale). War case for looting now available. Renaissance point Now available. (only casual mode) Renaissance card now available. (Casual mode only) New training reasons Ã ¢ â,¬ "BATOU New article: Fancy Hammer New article: Giant says map and settings of the new weapon area - MAY
7 Dinamic Duo System Available 02/09! Watch now available now. The radio commands at stake now available. Regulation of weapon statistics. Free Fire Update 1.57.0 (New Start) Fire Fire officially announced the Fire 1.57.0 free update today in collaboration with the Spanish Christian footballer In the new update of the new start game with Chrono
operation. This update includes the Christian character itself within the game, which will be added to the game starting from December 19, 2020, and here are some new things you will get after downloading the free fire New APK + OBB: team team 4 mode Ã ¢ â,¬ "Start December 8th Vector Akimbo New Weapon Update Updating Training Areas
Bermuda Elements Update Add some new Fireworks interface plugins now supports a new interface for horizontal mode for In the Battle Royale mode and the capacity of the clash team and customize the balance of weapons increased the damage from Strike P90 Increase the power of destruction of the M4 weapon free fire extinguishing 1.54.1
(BOOYAH day) The new fire-fighting update Free for 2020 September was finally launched for users hours ago, and allow all players to experience new features soon, and here are some new things you will get after downloading Free Fire Booyah Day APK + OBB: New Weapon Ã ¢ â,¬ "Parafal New Weapon Ã ¢ â,¬" The Flamethrower New Grenade
Mechanism New Spawn Island New Young Menore New features in the Settings menu Free fire Update 1.52.0 (3Volution) Dear readers, pay attention to the next lines, as © transferring all the features of this new free fire update, which is called 3Volution. So, you know the latest developments. 1. New characters in 3Volution Two new characters
have been added to the game. They are the adorable characters of Luquinta (Lucas) and Firebund's life. They will have a lot of other unique capabilities compared to other characters in Free Fire. 2. A new animal will be added to Free Fire 3Volution A new character will be added to the game, which is a pet called Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Mister Salary". It is an
adorable domestic pet who has the ability to do Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "NOO FROM WALLS". This is useful when you have no grenades that make the glove wall. 3. Bermuda schema (Bermuda Remastered) in 3 Volution Free Fire LancerÃ Bermuda Game in its new update. It's a map of Bermuda who was already in the game before. But the new places will be
added to this update. 4. Add the new convoy crisis mode in Free Fire 3Volution in FreeFire, a new mode will be available, called Convoy Crunch. This mode will be available with the launch of the new game update. You will be able to reproduce this mode on the Bermuda map that we mentioned in the previous function. 5. A new hall and island
expected in 3 votulution The new lobby (the room closed where players compete) will be redesigned as well as the island completely anticipated in full. This will be done in conjunction with the third anniversary of the game. 6. Adding a new medical help in Fire 3Volution's free update A new medical help has been added a new medical help, which is
the syringe, which the player can treat in case of strokes by the bullets of competitors without What's need to another player? Help. You can see the most important features of the new update in the next video, which shows the new characters and the new pet that has been added, showing the rest of the other features that we have listed in the past
by the lines. Dear reader, you will be able to download the new update from the free Fire game from Google Play Store for Android and App Store for iPhone and iPad. This will be available for you as soon as the update is launched. Immediately before the update, the game servers will be subject to maintenance and no user will be able to access the
game during this period. Free fire-fighting update 1.50.0 (Rampage) This update will bring many other functionality to the game. The update is now in the test phase and on the aforementioned date will be launched all over the world. You can download it, dear reader, through our website or via Google Play Store. Among the advantages that this
update will take us is the new Wolfram, the PET falcon, a new workout land, the M82B rifle and many other functionality. The size of the new update has not yet been announced, but should be in the interval of 600 MB. And away from a lot of discs, we know how to know the features of the new patch. Many have been added Add a new ability and a
winner rate. The new Squad Squad store. NEW Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "HITMARKERS" Tagging functionality added to the settings menu. New awards for the new registration in the game. A new and best classification system. Kalahari will be added to the matchmaking group. The players who left the round from the center will be banned many times from the
rating of the flash team. The bot takes control of team members who are not connected connected the game. Purgatory will be made available in classical mode, which is most populated by players eliminated from the round. There will be many improvements and adjustments in weapons. The inhaler will be added to the EP or HP. Emote slots will
increase from 6 to 8. A heating time will be added for players to prepare for battle, estimated in 30 seconds in battles closed in the free fire garena. The free design of the game of fire has put this game compared to the popular Babbage Land game. Graphics for a free fire game is quite average for pubg, and resemble the shape of furniture such as
the appearance of the tables and the foggy scene of the houses. However, the game works very without problems on phones that do not have a powerful processor like the pubg game. And you'll find the game very smooth on your phone more than the PUBG, and you will not notice a fall of the frames as happens to Pubg sometimes. This, of course,
depends on what you prefer, if you prefer fluid performance, you should play free, but if you prefer high quality graphics, you have to play pubg. You will find some strangeness when your player turns around the map or when you bring a weapon. Weapons in free fire are similar to the family game Pubg, but free fire excels in the presence of laser
weapons that you won't find to Babbage. Below is a list of the most important weapons of the game. game.
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